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Each year, more than 12 million

young Africans enter the job

market to compete for just 3

million jobs.

Western businesses are unaware

of the variety and high quality of

African products.

Western society has a negative

bias against the quality of

African products and

sophistication of producers.

We SUPPORT African producers

to expand their businesses

by accessing global markets,

helping create jobs and security

for communities.

We CONNECT Western buyers

to high quality African products

to enable international order

fulfillment.

We PROMOTE a fairer trade

system by advocating for and

educating on business' impact

on African development.

What does PMIA do?

PMIA exists because millions of people

in Africa have no jobs and no chance of

escaping poverty.

PMIA believes that the best way to fight African poverty is to create sustainable jobs for African

people. We support Africa trading with the rest of the world to create decent work and economic

growth.

Our Strategy
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How does PMIA work?

Our Vision
A world where African

communities thrive, trading

on equal terms with the rest

of the world.

To help African businesses

capture the value of their

resources and sell to the rest

of the world.

Every person's right to a

sustainable income and equal

opportunity to support

themselves.

We ValueOur Mission

SUPPORT PROMOTECONNECT

Identify producers with

potential to grow

Select producers with a

desire to export globally

Develop product and

business branding for

target markets

Provide training where

knowledge gaps exist

Showcase producers at

key tradeshows

Assist in compliance

with export regulations

and standards

Support producers to

fulfil orders

Introduce buyers to

quality African product

ranges

Guarantee sustainable

standards

Bring ethically made

African products to markets

Organise sourcing

trips to Africa

Help SMEs to work

with each other

Create relationships

between buyers and

producers

Provide formal

education programmes

on the African business

environment and the

concept of trade not aid

Build alliances with key

industry partners

Communicate our

research at international

conferences

Engage with international

trade bodies to promote

mutual learnings and

integrated policy

Organise African

producer speakers at

international trade

conferences

Build transparent

supply chains
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